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The effects of new policies on energy efficiency and renewables on
SMEs as providers of specialist engineering services
Most of the value chain for energy efficiency measures and renewables is situated within
the European Union. Apart from production, this includes labour intensive activities such as
research, installation and maintenance. The number of jobs in this area is growing rapidly.
The figure of 300 000 given in the Communication “Limiting climate change to 2 °C – Policy
options for the EU and the world for 2020 and beyond” is probably even too low.
In the specialist engineering services industry alone, about 5 % of the jobs depend on the
design, installation and maintenance of renewable energy systems including photovoltaic,
solar thermal, heat pumps, biomass heating etc., and another 7 % on energy efficiency
services, such as building certification, energy advice, implementation of energy efficient
solutions etc.
In other words, almost 290 000 jobs in the specialist engineering services industry depend
on energy efficiency measures and renewables. Several countries expect the number of
jobs in this area to double over the next three years. Given the strong, yet increasing growth
rates in many European countries, this prospective appears realistic (see following pages).
The development of energy efficiency services and renewable energy systems led to a
technological boost in the specialist engineering services industry. Most of the new jobs
require a high degree of qualification and technological understanding. This “knowledgebased” employment increases the attractiveness of the whole industry. In spite of numerous
campaigns, enterprises working in this area suffer from a chronicle lack of qualified and
motivated workers. This has become a major obstacle to more rapid market growth.
On the other hand, this development requires permanent education and training of market
players such as designers, architects, public authorities, contractors and building
developers so as to enhance the market acceptance, knowledge and innovation in this
area.

Specialist engineering contractors and the opening of energy markets
A competitive and innovative market for renewable energy technologies and energy
efficiency services is hardly possible without truly competitive gas and electricity markets.
Integrated energy generation / transmission / distribution companies have access to certain
energy-related market information, including consumption patterns of end-users. This
information is normally not made available to independent energy efficiency service
providers. This provides the integrated energy company with a competitive advantage in the
energy efficiency services market.
Furthermore, the lack of competition keeps the market largely closed to independent
contractors and services providers. And, if the market is eventually opened up, the vast
financial power and reserves - earned over the years through the monopoly position - allows
the former monopolies to invest much money and launch wide marketing campaigns for
new services. This goes to the detriment of independent contractors and services providers
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who do not have comparable resources. Consequently, independent service providers find
it often difficult to access end-users and propose alternative energy choices.
Finally, the current difficulties and problems for new competitors to get access to the
network are holding back investors to invest in innovation, new technologies and
renewables and harm the confidence of customers in making energy decisions.
Therefore, UEAPME calls for:
• complete ownership unbundling of supply and transmission to encourage
investment, innovation and confidence;
• the establishment of a formalised European network (ERGEG+) of national
regulators, all of which should be completely independent and dispose of real
decision making power.
• an increase in cross-border transmission capacity.
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